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In a previous paper henceforth referred to as I [l] it was shown how a 
difference equation approximation to the one dimensional Schrodinger 
equation can be solved by perturbation theory with the kinetic energy part 
of the Hamiltonian taken as the perturbation. This approach has an appeal 
because it should prove useful for situations which are complementary to 
those which are best treated by the usual method with the potential energy 
as the perturbation. One additional virtue of the method described in I is that 
the processes of computing the perturbation expansion is simple and leads 
to simple algorithms which can be used to compute the perturbation expan- 
sion to high order, limited only by the requirements of time and storage. 
The difficulty which the method must overcome is that the resulting 
perturbation expansion has a very small radius of convergence when it is 
based upon a difference equation having a mesh small enough to provide a 
good approximation to the differential equation. Therefore in order to 
extract the information contained in the terms of the series in the form of an 
approximate energy eigenvalue it is necessary to use a powerful method for 
approximately summing the divergent series. 
The Pad6 approximants provide a method of considerable power. However 
the results of I suggest that a considerable improvement in the rate of con- 
vergence over that given by Pad6 approximants would be very desirable. A 
possible route toward gaining such an improvement lies in the use of the 
algorithm described in the previous paper. 
The problems to which we would like to apply the perturbation approach 
introduced in I augmented by more powerful methods of summation are few 
and many particle problems such as very light nuclei and crystaline He3. The 
purpose of this article is to report results of our investigations of the method 
of I applied to few and many particle problems which, though still vastly 
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simpler than any of physical interest, are exactly soluble by other methods 
and thereby provide a test case. These are linear chains of particles of equal 
mass with neighbors connected by springs. 
The Schrodinger equations we wish to solve are of the form 
In order to introduce a difference equation approximation to Eq. 1 we 
replace the continuum of possible configurations of the chain represented by 
x = (Xl , .Q ,..., x,) with a discrete set 016 = (01~6, (u,S ,..., 01,s) where LY, 
are integers and S is the step size. We introduce the notation 
where A, = Sij . Then the difference equation analogous to Eq. 2 of I is 
- & 17 [x(a + Ad + x(a - AdI - 2x(4/ - VtaS) x(a) = Ex(4. (2) 
In this paper we assume two forms for the potential 
(4 V(a) = k6” 1 (CQ - c+$, 
i-l 
where 
03 V(a) = k.P i (q - ai-l)*, 
i-l 
(34 
(3b) 
where the numbering is understood to be modulo z (Born-von Karman 
boundary conditions). The generalization of Eq. 8 of I is 
n-1 
xn+Ja - Ad + c &ix+,(a) 
i=l 
V(a) - V(O) 
5, = & il [XVL-I(‘~) + XTI-~(- Ai)]. (4) 
KINETIC ENERGY AS A 
Introducing U, = E,/kP, the energy in 
that the factor A”/2MkP is incorporated 
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units of kS2, with the understanding 
in h, 
n-2 
c k-da + 4) + xn-Aa - 411 + c u,,,xda) 
x,(a) = i-4 2=2 
; b.1 - %-1)’ 
(5) 
u,,, = i [x(k) + XC- AdI. (6) 
i-l 
Obviously 
x0(4 = fi *n‘.O * 
i=l 
AlSO 
x1(4> = x1(- 4) = 1. 
Hence U,,, = 22 for all .z for both cases A and B. 
In case B the wave functions are invariant under translations 
(7) 
if ai = fli+j for all i. 
xn(a) = x&) (8) 
It is clear that many low-order wave functions in case A show similar 
invariance when ai = 0 for all i > k and pi = 0 for all i < z - k, where k 
is a number that depends in part on n. In fact k = (n - m)/2 where 
m = Ci (4. 
An additional invariance of “low order” wave function is invariance under 
segment translation. 
Bd = oli i<k 
pi = 0 k<i<k+j 
fli = O!i-j k+j<i<t 
A = ai i > e. 
This translation of a segment will not change the value of xra if there was a 
sufficiently large “gap” in the configuration including i = k in which all 
q = 0 and thatj is not so large as to connect the “disconnected gap” which 
includes e. A gap is disconnected if it is longer than (n - m)/z + 1. For 
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periodic boundary conditions these two invariances have the consequence 
that the energy per particle 
un UT, =--g (9) 
is independent of z for n < 22 and this allows the construction of an algo- 
rithm for computing u,,,, for long chains. These values of u,,, are the limit 
of u,,, as z + co for the chain with both ends tied down so we will denote 
it by u,,* . 
Suppose that one wished to compute u,,, for all n up to some nmax . One 
could take z = nmax/2 + 1. The maximum range of 0~~ which would occur 
for any configuration which need be computed would then be 
If we restrict ourselves to the finite number of configurations implied by 
this retriction and proceed using Eqs. 5 and 6 directly to compute u~,~ for 
n < nmax most of the amplitudes considered would still be zero and many 
would be redundant because of the invariances, thus this would be computa- 
tionally a very inefficient procedure. 
The key to a practical code to compute the perturbation series even for 
the finite case is an auxiliary system for labeling the configurations which 
facilitates computing and storing only the nonzero amplitudes of a given order 
in a compact array. 
The methods we have used to label the configurations and the general 
structure of the codes based upon them is discussed briefly in the appendix. 
The code for computing the perturbation expansion for finite chains is not 
restricted to nearest neighbor interaction. The code for the infinite chain 
makes explicit use of the invariances which result from nearest neighbor 
interactions and is therefore restricted to that case. 
The coefficients of the series 
IL, = 2A - 2h” + u,,p + q6h6 *** , 
are given in Table 1. It appears that for z > n/2 
(10) 
U 1.11 = ua&?l ++, 
where V- is a surface contribution which does not depend on z. The fact 
that the values of u,., and u,,, given in Table 1 where u,,, and u,,, were 
computed by two different codes which are quite different and which were 
written at different times provides strong evidence that the codes are free 
from logical errors. 
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TABLE 1 
COEFFICIENTS OF THE PERTURBATION SERIES FOR u,(P) [SEE EQ. (12) ] 
2 -2. 
4 2.166666666667 
6 3.634920634921 
8 -8.504255289188 x 10’ 
10 6.986518352061 x lo* 
12 -3.701402627652 x 10s 
14 7.408048825471 x lo5 
16 1.059801862321 x lo5 
18 - 1.632980346512 x lo6 
20 1.330919294216 x 10’ 
22 -6.390649352941 x 10’ 
24 -2.817271515814 :: 10’ 
26 4.317078881777 x lOa 
28 -5.192004280538 x 1O’O 
30 3.727168925488 x 10” 
32 c-l.308632365286 x 10le 
34 -8.083781108921 x lo= 
36 1.909987045908 x 1Ol4 
38 -1.903692564137 x lo= 
40 1.148218506659 x 1O’6 
-2. 
1.722222222222 
3.256437389770 
-2.051119866984 
-6.013126520532 x 10” 
8.058385606816 x 10s 
-5.672654916202 x lo4 
2.108119492199 x lo6 
3.292274682870 x IO5 
8.922195080513 x IO6 
-2.325978929700 x 10” 
2.949468406923 x lO@ 
2.307731443050 x 1O’O 
-2. 
1.5 
3.067195767195 
-1.389811349831 
- 1.295152009515 x 10’ 
- 5.214854369038 x 1Oa 
9.76454199345 x 104 
-8.98911928736 x lo5 
4.799209809445 x lo6 
- 1.462237398235 Y. 10’ 
2 -2. -2. -2. 
4 - 1.36666666667 - 1.27777777777 8.33333333333 x 10-l 
6 2.95365079365 2.87795414462 2.49947089947 
8 - 9.93026239540 x 10-l -7.28502832683 x 10-l 5.94114201626 
10 - 1.04649758100 -8.80727961992 -5.18798669525 >: IO-’ 
12 -8.73144798436 x 10’ -8.03734100357 x 10’ -4.56680609924 x 10’ 
14 -5.06123476606 x 10’ 3.48921000140 
16 1.22132039112 x 106 
SUMMING THE SERIES 
We have considered sequences of Pad6 approximants similar to those used 
in I. We found however that for values of X sufficiently large that a reasonable 
comparison- might be made with the known limits as X + co, and that the 
sequence of Pad6 approximants does not show any signs of convergence to 
that limit. 
This reinforces the conclusion reached in I that if quantitative results are 
to be obtained in cases of practical interest on the basis of the perturbation 
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expansion computed by the method described in I, a more powerful method 
of summing the series should be used. 
The method of summation we use is the method outlined in the previous 
paper. We chose to extrapolate the function 
A,(h’) = uz(X) + 2A. 
For z > 1 we take as our model function A,(P). The iVth approximant to 
A&V) is then given by 
L%v% = f %z4h~2h (13) 
n=1 
TABLE 2 
THE LIMIT OF A GENERALIZED PADS APPROXIMANT TO k?@) [SEE EQ. (16) IN TEXT ] 
N [one IN [rz IN Lone IN Iy3 IN 
2=2 z = 3 
1.3 
.99* 
.9997 
1.004 
l.oGQ3 
1.0006 
1.00007 
1.00007 
1.4 
94* 
.9647 
.9657 
.96588 
.967 
.9653 
.9653 
exact .96593 
2.0 
-. 8 
.99* 
1.002 
1.01 
1.001 
1.7 
-2.4 
.91* 
.954 
.98 
.952 
exact .9492 5 
N 
z=4 z=5 
be IN [‘-a IN [one IN [I5 IN 
1.5 
-.7 
-. 7 
.9a5* 
1.005 
1.9 
-2.2 
-2.2 
.90* 
.951 
exact .93935 
1.6 2.0 
-1.4 -3.4 
-1.5 -3.7 
-1.4 -3.5 
z= 03 
N 
1 2.0 
2 -.32 
3 -.7 
2.9 
-1.7 
-2.4 
exact .90032 
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where the a, and an are adjusted by the algorithm described in the previous 
paper. The series expansion for AI(@) for small h” is contained in I, 
Hence 
/&(A*) --t 2A + di as A-+ Co. (14) 
Since the exact 
A,@*) +- 2A + T, di as A + co, (16) 
where r, is the ratio of the energy per particle of a chain of length z to that for 
a chain of length 1, we identify 
[oneIN = tr a,&‘* (17) 
and 
[IIN = f fQY1,‘? (18) 
Values of [oneIN and [rlN are given in Table 2. 
DISCUSSION 
The methods applied to summing the perturbation series are about equally 
effective and we judge them quite successful and quite promising with 
suitable modifications for computing the binding energy of finite systems 
with realistic forces. 
The results shown in Table 2 suggest hat one does not approach the correct 
extrapolation unless N equals or exceeds Z. On this basis one should expect 
that the failure of both of the summation techniques for z = co will not be 
cured by computing more terms in the series and forming higher approxi- 
mants. We do not know much about the analytic structure of the function 
A,&*). We suspect that the series expansion has zero radius of convergence. 
This does not necessarily mean that one will not get good convergence for the 
right sequence of approximants. Pad& approximants converge well for some 
functions having series expansions with zero radius of convergence. One 
possible approach to the approximate evaluation of the binding energy per 
particle of infinite systems with realistic forces is to use as the extrapolating 
function the result for a soluble infinite system, 
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APPENDIX 
A configuration a will be completely specified by 
(1) m where m 3 xi 1 ai 1 
(2) i, the index of the first nonzero value of ai . 
(3) A sequence of positive numbers pi (I,,, of them) which are nonzero 
values of 1 ai 1 
(4) A sequence (I,,, - 1) of positive integers yi , which are the numbers 
of cy, = 0 which lie between the nonzero values of 01~ . 
(5) A sequence of I mitx pluses and minuses which are the signs of the non- 
zero values of 01~ . 
Case B 
Because of translation invariance the value of x(a) for the infinite case 
does not depend on i,,, so it can be ignored. Because of invariance under 
translation of disconnected segments values of yi > (rz - m)/2 + 1 need not 
be distinguished and can be represented yi = (n - m)/2 + 1. 
The plus-minus sequence +, -, -, -+, - can be represented by the 
decimal equivalent of the binary number 10010. This number plus one is 
referred to in the code as J2. A sequence of I - 1 values of yi can be inter- 
preted as an I - 1 digit number to the base (n - m + 2)/2. It’s decimal 
equivalent plus one is referred to as J3. 
In the code the various ways in which m can be written as the ordered sum 
of positive integers is enumerated by Jl. For example 
m=7=4+1+2. (1) 
The value of ]I corresponding to this partition of 7 is 
]I = [no. of partitions of 7 - 4 = 31 = 4 = 23-1 
+ [no. of partitions of 3 - 1 = 21 = 2 = 22-1 
+1 1 
- 
Jl = 7. (19) 
The value of any amplitude is then completely specified by n, m, Jl, J2, 
and J3. The number of integers into which m is partitioned is designated 
I ma* in the code. Equations 6 of the text then takes the simple form 
u z,n = Fl [x(4 + xl- 41 
= -q&l, 1, 1, 1) + x(nl, 1,2, 1)J. (20) 
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(21) 
The sum 
becomes 
n-2 
1 U,,& -i, m, JL 12, (J3)')Y 
62 
(22) 
where (J3)’ depends on (n - z) because the “base” is different. (J3)’ is 
computed from J3 by scanning the sequence of yi and replacing all those 
greater than (n - i - m)/2 + 1 with (n - i - m)/2 + 1 and then computing 
(J3)’ by computing the “decimal equivalent.” 
The process of computing the energy denominator for x(n, m, 11, J2, J3) 
is simple and straightforward. The process of computing the sum 
~lXn-l(a + 4) + Xn-da - 4) 
is more complex and constitutes the major portion of the code. 
If the value of m for the configuration a is m, then for the p = a + Ai 
configuration ma = m, h 1. The computation of (23) is broken into two 
parts. m’ = m - 1 and m' = m + 1 are constructed. For a fixed m and Jl 
the partitions of m - 1 are scanned. It is checked that all the pI but one are 
the same. This is done by starting at the right, comparing the pi’s recording 
Kl, the index of the pi from the partition of m where the pi’s were found to 
be unequal. Kl is defined by doing the same, starting from the left. If 
Kl > K2 the partition is rejected. The purpose of this is made clear by 
considering specific examples 
m=8=3+1+1+1+2 
m-1=7=3+1+1+2 kl =2 k2 = 3. 
Any of the ui (i = 2, 3, 4) can be considered to be the one added. 
Once a partition of m - 1 is selected the plus minus sequences and the 
gap sequences are considered. If I,, does not change the plus minus sequen- 
ces must agree. The computation of (J2)’ and (J3)’ is straightforward given 
J2 and J3. When Imax does change often two gaps join into one and one + or 
- disappears from the sequence. 
Computing (J2’) and (53’) is still straightforward. 
The part of the code which considers m’ = m + 1 is very similar to that 
for m' = m - 1. There is a minor additional complication because the mini- 
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mum length of a disconnected gap changes by one. There is also an additional 
complication of weights. The origin of this is made clear by a specific example. 
Take x6(a) where 
= (0, 0, 0,2,0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0,O **-) m = 4. 
The extra 1 added in (a + Ai) will be disconnected and the amplitude 
x,(a + Ai) will not depend on i so long as it does not correspond to one of 
the underlined spaces, i.e. there are z - 12 such amplitudes all equal which 
contribute to the sum (23) in the code. Such a contribution from annihilating 
a disconnected 1 is given zero weight unless it is at the right end in which 
case it would be given the weight z - 12. 
For this reason the sum (23) contains contributions proportional to Z. 
These are however cancelled by the sum (21) as it should be. 
Case A 
The code for computing Case A labels configuration a of the finite chain by 
Z-l 
K=x 
j=l 
where the parenthesis represents a binomial coefficient and NIV which cor- 
responds exactly to the J2 of Case A. There are no gap sequences, no “dis- 
connected gaps”; hence no weights. The code is basically a direct application 
of Eqs. (5) and (6) of the text. 
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